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Amicus Curiae (Vol. 9, Issue 13)
Dean William Spong announced his candidacy for the U.S. Senate yesterday.

WILLIAMSBURG — Leveling a blast at the field of announced candidates for the U.S. Senate seat vacated by William R. Scott (R-Arlington) former U.S. Senator William B. Spong, Jr. (D-Newport News) entered the crowded nomination field. Appearing before the Young Democrats’ state convention which appropriately, is scheduled for this weekend in Williamsburg, Spong announced his resignation as Deane of the nation’s oldest law school at the University of Virginia and said he will travel full time to his campaign effort. He also used this forum to take a shot at the already announced candidates for nomination, calling Navy Secretary John Warner an example of Virginia’s jaded and indolent super-rich, referring to Governor Linwood Holton as an old-time Southern back-room politician, anding of GOP Chairman Dick O’Rien as representative of the smart-aleck, pin-striped, button-down, over-educated elite. When reminded that he was a charter member of all three groups, Spong noted that he was running late for his appearance and would be unable to answer any more questions.

Republicans, though, are not the only obstacle to Spong’s comeback bid. After being humiliated himself in a day-long session with Andrew Miller recently, Spong had been widely rumored to be a likely campaign manager for Miller’s nomination race. Emerging arm-in-arm from the closed-door meeting, Spong and Miller appeared to be cooperating, but this relationship was short-lived. Spong and Miller also will be challenged for the Democratic nomination by on-again, off-again candidate Hunter S. Thompson, the数学家 who has a bunch of lesser-knowns, one issue candidates, party hacks, photographers, hangers-on, and scalawags.

Spong, however, saved his salvo for colleagues Senator Scott who succeeded Spong six years ago. Spong charged that Scott has been an ineffective Senator, who has spent more time “junketeering” at tax payer expense than he has spent serving those who elected him to office. Scott, who is attending the American-African-American Shopping and Trade Confederation’s annual meeting in Dar-es-Salaam, was unavailable for comment, but a member of his Washington staff (continued on page 8)
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MW Homophile Union

A new student organization was organized recently at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law.

Two second-year students, Rob Turner and Steve Matthews have formed the Marshall-Wythe Homophile Union, a group organized to foster and promote the rights of gay law students. It has not yet been determined where the guys will locate their office, although there is a possibility the dormitory basement adjacent to Camp Library, known as Bryant Basement, will be used as temporary headquarters until the new law school is completed. The founders have announced that they will begin issuing membership cards immediately. Membership is open to all qualified gay students and faculty, both male and female, as well as those of the law school community who wish to join the movement for equal rights.

The Homophile Union has applied for funding of their various activities to the S.B.A., which request has not yet been approved. Mike Gigues, intent on avoiding any embarrassment in his initial application to the Homophile Union that before any funding is issued, a detailed and illustrated explanation of their proposed activities must be submitted. Additionally, the Union is required to show that its purpose is pursuant to a “legally-oriented” goal. Rob Turner, a co-founder of the Union’s purpose as “upholding the tradition established in 1953 by Marshall and Wythe, the nation’s first gay law students.”

The Homophile Union, therefore, is a legally-oriented goal, saying, “If the Mary and William Society can expend their funds in support of an amendment that refuses to pass, if BALESA can expend their funds in behalf of a lifts...” (continued on page 9)

Burger Accepts Teaching Position

Associate Dean Jim Sullivan announced today that Associate Justice Burger has accepted a teaching position for next year here at Marshall-Wythe. “We have known about his retirement as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court was revealed Thursday in Washington.

“We are naturally very pleased to have such an eminent legal scholar with us,” Sullivan said. Flooded by phone calls from all over the nation, Sullivan’s office has been the focus of the law school and Williamsburg. A reporter from the Washington Post called Charlottesville daily yesterday trying to get in touch with Dean Sullivan, who reportedly said, “I thought was affiliated with the University of Virginia Law School.

Professor William F. Swindler, a long-time friend and colleague of Burger’s, has generally received the bulk of the credit for bringing Burger to Marshall-Wythe. “I’ve known him for quite some time, as well as everyone knows, the Chief Justice has long been fond of Williamsburg,” Swindler said last night during a telephone interview with the Amicus.

It was not immediately learned what courses Burger would teach or what his status on the faculty would be. “We’ll have a while to figure that out,” said Sullivan, “and of course he’ll need a while to get his affairs in order after having had a life.” He expect he’ll teach a higher level seminar of some sort. We really aren’t sure what he thought about what he would teach, only whether he would.”

P. Graham, President of the College of William and Mary and also an acquaintance of Burger, remarked last night that the position was expected that the faculty was a “remarkable accomplishment in light of the law school’s recent troubles. It has been learned, last year encouraged Professor Swindler to cultivate his friendship with the Chief Justice. In fact Burger was announced as early as the fall of 1976 by Swindler about the teaching post at Marshall-Wythe.

Dean of the law school William Spong was not available for comment although Sullivan acknowledged that Spong was aware of Burger’s plans. Spong announced on Monday that he would resign as Dean of the law school in order to seek the American-African-American Shopping and Trade Confederation’s annual meeting in Dar-es-Salaam, was unavailable for comment, but a member of his Washington staff (continued on page 8)

Salvatore Idaho, declared the bond issue unconstitutional. Although legal and other observers declare the decision to be of little consequence to future bond sales, the judgment is sure to have some effect. Quoting from the opinion, “The more fact that there is a specific state constitutional provision allowing the state to sell bonds doesn’t necessarily make it irrelevant, but also to have a compelling state interest, and we find none here.”

Gov. Duff, when informed of the decision, said, “Ah (expletive deleted), nobody listens to these small people."

Of course, if the bonds don’t sell, then M-W won’t get a new building and kick starts a whole new chapter in State History. The National Center for State Courts has expressed an interest in looking into the whole situation, but close to Center officials claim that the Center would use the opportunity to get an elite Chief Justice to restom.

There is some speculation as to the possible uses that the site of the new law school will be put to as there has been recent reports that the National Center for State Courts has expressed an interest in looking into the whole situation, but close to Center officials claim that the Center would use the opportunity to get an elite Chief Justice to restore.

In a final related move, a three-judge panel of the Va. Supreme Court has, in an unanimous decision, overturned Chief Justice William Scott’s decision handed down by Chief Justice William Scott.

In a final related move, a three-judge panel of the Va. Supreme Court has, in an unanimous decision, overturned Chief Justice William Scott’s decision handed down by Chief Justice William Scott.
Editorial: The Peace Of April

It is Spring and one walks about the campus now with renewed vigor and amidst numerous opportunities for sensual delight. Flowers are blooming, cyclists are pedaling and tourists are walking everywhere. If we have not been the first to welcome these developments publicly, it is not because we have never expected the return of the April Fool's holiday. These remarks were delivered as part of a program of the Association of April Fool's Schools, December 27, 1977.

It is obvious to me in dealing primarily with students each year that the job search is tough. It's hard work and it takes a lot of nerve. There is limited access to positions which are most needed. Last year, 6.5 percent of the graduates went to work in law firms larger than 50 lawyers. Only 3.5 percent accepted federal judicial clerkships. In fact, the 53 percent preference for private practice is just more than half the class. Former NALP services boss Rodgers has said, "Although the market for new law school graduates is not as optimistic as some of you have suggested, it is clear that many students will have to struggle and consider a variety of opportunities and locations."

I have always assumed that our students must assess his or her marketability in light of the current economic climate and the skills and background possessed, as well as assess oneself as a relative to the employment picture. Many factors influence these trends and affect to some degree the demand for legal services. Those factors which tend to influence the demand for legal services are:

1) The growth of prepaid legal services, and other plans to bring legal services to middle-income, lower-income groups.

2) The continued existence and further extension of government programs.

3) The increase in the public's willingness to litigate as a means to redress grievances and collective rights become more widely understood.

4) The increase in the population itself including the immigration into this country of large numbers of Spanish-speaking individuals.

5) The expansion of the business community and the industrialization of our society.

The development of new areas of law practice — public interest and consumer law, labor law, environmental law — will undergo unprecedented development which will cut into the work previously done by these positions will in time provide clues as to the need for additional attorneys.

The business cycle can affect the market for new graduates. In other words, the other hand, several factors are working to contract the market for new graduates. In other words, the market for new graduates.

* * *

To the Editors: Amicus Curiae, April 16, March, it pains me to say that there is no cause for outrage in relation to graffiti obliterating on the walls of the M.W. women's bathrooms, preening in the nude or on graffiti on those walls. No phone numbers preceding a good time; no numbers promising a good time, fleeing without the preferences (kinky or otherwise) of our favorite prejudice, so casual suggestions — in short, nothing! Nada! Zilch! The problem here might be our student reader's adherence to historical precedent, i.e. in a zone traditionally known as the "homophile union," there should be a certain air of constraint lent to one's activities therein. And so, while one not incidentally bears a deliciously racy conversation within the marble walls and somewhat claustrophobic stalls, there is a reluctance to memorialize those thoughts in print. Let's get it straight! Let's show ourselves worthy of censorship. We've come a long way, so let those clammy walls have wanted.

Editor's Response: First, thank you for your concern; we are indeed ambulatory. Now, as far as your anonymity, it may indeed be true that many people know your pseudonym, but the person you addressed and commented on, the Editors, do not, so others' knowledge seems harmless enough.

It is our policy to print all letters, signed or unsigned, because we are extremely desperate for copy; so desperate that we will even print your reply in what we hope is a humorous tone, without considering our abilities, our magnanimous opus, the April Fools issue. However, you needn't fear being asked for further contributions; although we feel obligated to print all that we receive, we can at least afford to exercise a little quality control on what we actually print.

Finally, we have a promise to make to you. When The New Yorker asks us, we swear that you will be hired as our attorney so that you can make a name for yourself.

(continued on page 8)
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The Male Must Go Through

by C. Wayne Taylor

Last year in this space we reported the fact that virtually overnight the Mary and William SBA Awards Banquets Honor Law School Celebrities ceremony moved from the alumni center to the newly acquired male members. Recently, in an August 22... Woke up with the Parade-Revue on my mind. I had a feeling that it was going to be good. This was the first time the parade would march around us. A crowd and not knowing why I was there. The other tourists were just as puzzled but we were all taking their hands and cheering. We looked at each other and both of us were relieved. We had the expressions on our faces, which was a surprise to everyone. We were all talking about the event immediately. The loss of these male members has left the ladies of the society with no more brides in their ranks; boos, which, in one of the stories of a woman "simply must have been" had the sudden disappearance of the parade was felt throughout the rank and file. One love song had been written to complain, "We'd just gotten used to the convenience of having male members. We could take them with us when we had parties or whatever. We just had to get them to go out and work for them again."

A sentiment echoed throughout the meeting room where worried leaders began to abandon hope. The press was allowed to sit in on the meeting where various plans were discussed. Some women were in favor of trying to own their own male members. They felt that if they had the control, they could get better results. The meeting continued with a firm pat on the back. The administration continues to increase the number of female members of the SBA. This contributes to the relative decrease in the number of male members potentially available to the society. We're thinking of asking the administration to call a moratorium on recruitment and admission of women until we acquire a stable group of male members who are willing to work hard for the society.

Several women proposed interim "stop gap" remedies which ranged from proposals to interview the contents of a different undergraduate memoranda every week to a demure suggestion by one female to try again to make sure that the male members were treated properly. According to one student, "The competition for male members is very severe here at Marshall-Wythe. She went on to say that despite the apparent abundance of males in relation to the number of females at the law school many of these males are impossible to arrange from their lethargy after studying all day. "Others are uselessly married and others simply don't know we exist."..."

The shock of the sudden loss of these male members was to take place along the Ring Road at Hyde Park, but the poster didn't give away any information about the event.

The rest of the day we wandered around soaking up the atmosphere of London. We saw a bum with his hair full of crud and wearing filthy clothes and a bum-ess lying in the gutter with blood running out of his mouth. We headed for Hyde Park to get an early look at the parade. We walked a little further and saw a guy selling the Daily Mirror. An American was scalped for his money and wearing filthy clothes and a bum-ess lying in the Parade route and to pick out a good spot. At one point in the parade we saw a street shyster with the three card trick. An American had the cards of a man and some others were not so sure. The shock of the sudden loss of these male members was to take place along the Ring Road at Hyde Park, but the poster didn't give away any information about the event.

As he passed by the crowd closed in on the street until it was too crowded. As he passed by the crowd closed in on the street until it was too crowded.

The shock of the sudden loss of these male members was to take place along the Ring Road at Hyde Park, but the poster didn't give away any information about the event.

Meanwhile, in another part of Williamsburg, other members of the law school community held their own awards ceremony in protest of the SBA event. The organizers of this event, who wish to remain anonymous, stated that they began the ceremony with the idea of trying to own their own male members. According to one student, "We're thinking of asking the administration to call a moratorium on recruitment and admission of women until we acquire a stable group of male members who are willing to work hard for the society." Several women proposed interim "stop gap" remedies which ranged from proposals to interview the contents of a different undergraduate memoranda every week to a demure suggestion by one female to try again to make sure that the male members were treated properly. According to one student, "The competition for male members is very severe here at Marshall-Wythe. She went on to say that despite the apparent abundance of males in relation to the number of females at the law school many of these males are impossible to arrange from their lethargy after studying all day. "Others are uselessly married and others simply don't know we exist."..."

The shock of the sudden loss of these male members was to take place along the Ring Road at Hyde Park, but the poster didn't give away any information about the event.
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Meeting Pain With Pain

by W.S. Fields

Hangovers are a result of the head and upper body, which the Random House College Dictionary defines as "the disagreeable physical aftereffects of drunkenness, usually occurring after the cessation of drinking." The disease is especially prevalent among college students and often painful, though hardly fatal. As with many diseases, early diagnosis and aggressive treatment is the key to almost complete recovery, as well as a promise to oneself that it will never happen again. Those interested in prevention should inquire about the U.S. Customs Early Warning Signs of Hangover.

For those who have already gone too far, I have set out below three of the more interesting hangover remedies which I have encountered during my years of study.

The Cavalier

The Cavalier is the official hangover of the University of Virginia, an institution which over the years has contributed significantly to our understanding of alcohol and its side effects. The remedy is the result of years of research and experience, but is nevertheless so simple that even the amateur drinker can pick it up in no time.

The necessary ingredients are:
1 knife, 1 glass, 3 fresh grapefruits, and 1 bottle of Vino Turkey 101 proof. To apply the remedy, simply cut the grapefruit rind in half and consume the juice. Then drink a triplo shot of the Wild Turkey and set State for the rest of the day. If the remedy does not seem to relieve you of the hangover's effects, continue to drink the Wild Turkey til you no longer feel any pain.

The Continental

The Continental is an ancient remedy brought to England by William the Conqueror in 1066. It was brought to us by the Saxons population by law, but was finally abolished by the Magna Carta.

The ingredients are 1 glass of milk, 1 glass of vinegar, 1 piece of burnt toast, 1 large paper bag. To effectuate the remedy, drink the milk and vinegar and eat the burnt toast. Then run out into the street, put the paper bag over your head, hop on one foot, and scream like a chicken.

I had the rare opportunity of trying this remedy while attending a hangover convention in Liechtenstein, and while it did not cure my hangover, the paper bag did come in handy later that night.

The Down Under

This remedy is used almost exclusively in Australia and though I have never actually tried it, I have talked to a number of Australians who say it is really something. Only two ingredients are involved, 4 cans of Foster's Beer (25 oz. cans), and a small bottle of oxygen (1-2). The remedy is brought about by chugging the 4 cans of beer (in under 3 minutes if possible), then breathing pure oxygen for 15 minutes. Needless to say, this is not one of the remedies which should be attempted by the neophyte and is best reserved for use by the serious drinker.

For The Best!

238 Second Street 220-2281

WiSter DoNUT

416 Prince George Street 229-6385

Lousewort

Outguns Frats For Championship

by Steve Touche

In another showing of undergraduate inferiority, Lousewort won the Intramural Basketball Championship over Lambda Chi Alpha 70-62. Led by the record-breaking efforts of star player, the barriors were forced into hardship by early foul trouble. With a roster of six players, Lousewort was in trouble when Stu Tenbroox fouled out with 13 minutes to go in the game. Then with two minutes left in the game Mike Stewart fouled out leaving Lousewort with four players and a mere three point lead. At this point Lambda Chi pulled a stunt typical of all fraternity jocks; they couldn't take advantage of the situation. These hard-core huts with bulging muscles couldn't perform while their sweethearts from Delta Delta Delta looked on. It makes one wonder whether castration is a part of fraternity initiation. I dated one once, and he talked a nice game, but when it came put-up time or shut-up time, all that can I say, he just couldn't. Heck, he wouldn't even take his trousers off, but once he got back to the fraternity house, well he sure talked again, because suddenly I had phone calls from all those BMOC's. But I refused, you know once you've seen one of those guys, they're all alike, talk and bang, boy you should hear their sports accomplishments, especially if you ask them aren't they on the varsity. Well, the couch was dumb, or he wanted me to get a haircut, or I had a hangnail that day. They're all just so typical. Just once I'd like to meet someone exciting and different at a frat party, someone enlightened, Renaissance. If I play the drums more time, or big buzz, I'll throw up on their faces. I guess I just go to show law students are better than five frat rats any day.
Amicus Cultriae

SILVER DOLLAR DAYS

COLE & SCOTT of Williamsburg is having THE GREATEST SILVER DOLLAR DAYS SALE ever!

The bargains HAVE NEVER BEEN MATCHED in Williamsburg or the surrounding area!

People will be taking this merchandise out in CARLOADS!

You Must Be There To Believe It!

SAVINGS AS MUCH AS 80% off!

VALUES GALORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suits</th>
<th>Over 700 to Choose From</th>
<th>Values to $25</th>
<th>$39.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Savings to 80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sport Coats | Values to $135 | Savings to 75% | $29.99 |

| Dress Slacks | Values to $40 | Savings to 75% | $9.99 |

D-O-O-R-B-U-T-E-R Specials!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport Coats</th>
<th>A select group</th>
<th>Values to $20.00</th>
<th>$19.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Savings to 60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Knit Shirts | Values to $20.00 | From | Savings to 70% | $5.99 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neckwear</th>
<th>Large selection</th>
<th>Values to $10.50</th>
<th>$2.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Savings to 80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outerwear</th>
<th>Final Clearance</th>
<th>Values to $12.50</th>
<th>$4.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Savings to 70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Belts | Values to $12.50 | From | Savings to 60% | $4.99 |

| Bermudas Shorts | Regularly $16.00 | $5.99 |

| Shoes | Special group | 30% off |

Sweaters...over 1,000 to choose from!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardigans</th>
<th>Golf Sweaters</th>
<th>Regularly $32.50</th>
<th>$11.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V-Neck</th>
<th>Regularly $22.50</th>
<th>$9.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Others | from | $5.99 |

THERE WILL BE 200 SILVER DOLLARS GIVEN AWAY During This Extravaganza

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY AT 11:00 A.M.

Alterations at Workroom Cost

BankAmericard — Central Charge — Master Charge Accepted

SEE YOU THURSDAY MORNING !!!!
This Man, Besides Teaching a Full Course Load, Indulges in the Most Extracurricular Activities.

Who is the FOOL?

AMICUS

CUIRIAE

MAN

OF THE YEAR
Mass Arrests Rock Law Review

Williamsburg, AP - Williamsburg police today began rounding up all present members of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law review. According to a Williamsburg City police official the charges against the members of this elite staff range across the entire gamut of criminal activity. The FBI and CIA have announced that the FBI and CIA have announced that they will go over with a fine tooth comb for evidence of any wrongdoing.

State, both foreign and domestic, since they were old enough to serve the law. In fact, nothing could be further from the truth. Most of those arrested today are members of the Marshall-Wythe Law Review and were familiar with the law, and no one knows the old adage of the United States, the charges could be further from the truth. Most of those arrested today are members of the Marshall-Wythe Law Review and were familiar with the law, it is possible that Law Review had something to do with the recent changes in the bail system and support from behind the stalling negotiations.

In a daring daylight raid last week the famed guerrilla leader Che Guevara has seized power in the SBA. Che, known in most circles as the Guatemalan general, was fortunate enough to pull off a relatively bloodless coup. For those who travel in a small circle, see Woolums v. Horsley (1952) and cases cited therein. Apparently, the SBA, corrupt for so long, was ripe for the taking. However, history teaches that the revolution itself is easier to accomplish than it is to consolidate the gains made in Law review and to subsequently rule effectively.

Special to the Amicus, from Reuters, Sir Kenneth Clark reporting.

In a daring daylight raid last week the famed guerrilla leader Che Guevara has seized power in the SBA. Che, known in most circles as the Guatemalan general, was fortunate enough to pull off a relatively bloodless coup. For those who travel in a small circle, see Woolums v. Horsley (1952) and cases cited therein. Apparently, the SBA, corrupt for so long, was ripe for the taking. However, history teaches that the revolution itself is easier to accomplish than it is to consolidate the gains made in Law review and to subsequently rule effectively.
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**Medical Advice**

**Spring Fever Causes Lack of inertia**

by T. Moorman

Several classmates have described symptoms to me which I think I recognize in myself and which you may also have. These symptoms are worldwide in view of the recent epidemic of German measles in the Campus and the rapid approach of these incessant deadlines and finals.

Seven to ten days down time would be fatal at this point. The symptoms have been somewhat different in each complainant with common feelings of general malaise and sluggishness. Sudden periods of hot flashes have been followed by short terms of repentilian coldness, almost as if fluctuating with the weather. A sort of manic-depressive atmosphere prevades the psyche when almost anything is possible but nothing is necessarily so. Periods of overactivity, with common symptoms, have been somewhat weather. A sort of maniac followed by short periods of overactivity would be fatal at this point. The thing is prevaent the psyche when no other is possible but nothing is necessarily so. This is worrisome in view of the recent events.

The Campu and the rapid approach of these incessant deadlines and finals.

---

**Homophile Union Formed, Cont'd**

(continued from page 8)

---

**Are Lawyers**

(continued from page 12)

---

**Going, Cont'd**

---
Flag-bearing Londoners await parade.

(continued from page 3)

Marble Arch in the corner of Hyde Park. There was a platform set up with three boxes set up as in the Olympic Awards. The same man who started the parade was standing on the platform by himself. He waited for the crowd to gather and then began to speak. He said he was going to announce the winners of the parade. He walked up to the first box and raised his hand as if patting someone on the back and announced: “This gentleman has been judged second runner-up.” But there was no one on the box. There was lots of applause and a few boos and hisses.

He went through the same thing for first runner-up, and the crowd seemed much more pleased with the choice. Then it was noted the blue ribbon was gone. The judges sure know an inconspicuous person when they see one.
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Lithary Liberation Organization, an extremist faction of the now-discredited Student Bar Association. The LLO has, in recent months, been stepping up its campaign for the creation of a homeland for smokers and eaters in the West Bank of the Marshall-Wythe Law Library. Apparently, today's attack was in retaliation for a newspaper article written by Raskolnikov which defended the official policy of not allowing smoking, eating or drinking in the library.

Librarian Caroline C. Heriot has been placed in protective custody; however, prospects for her continued well-being are not viewed as favorable by the authorities. Richard A. Williamson, the official in charge of the investigation, told newsmen, "We'll do everything we can to keep Caroline alive, but there's not a helluva lot you can do to stop a determined team of trained terrorists, especially not the ones we think are responsible for this incident. They are highly motivated, well-armed, and worse, they don't have to depend on bond issues to get the money for their operations. They're funded by U.Va. When pressed to reveal the identities of the suspected assassins, Williamson declined further comment, stating, "I'd go into that, but right now I have an appointment at my hair stylist. Some things are more important than this terrorist bullshit."

Further details of the incident were not available at press time. Retrospect: The Life and Death of Raskolnikov

Mr. Raskolnikov was born in 1996, the product of a secret tryst between an itinerant preacher and a willing convert. Raised by cousins and various aunts and uncles, the young Raskolnikov spent a large part of his boyhood honing his writing skills by scribbling messages of impassioned desire on the walls of the girls' bathroom in his elementary school. One of his former classmates, who has asked to remain unidentified, remarked, "He was always so adorable, with his short pants and bow tie...I used to love to pinch his little bottom. So did all the girls."

After a checkered high school career, Raskolnikov decided to forego college and enroll in correspondence school. Earning his degree in computer science, he then followed. Not until two years later, however, did Raskolnikov gain nationwide attention with his blockbusting autobiography The Flagellant. Fame was his. Fortune, however, proved elusive for the tortured and reclusive author Raskolnikov. His talents were noticed by Amicus Curiae editor Brain Buckley, who offered Raskolnikov the position held by him at the time of his death.

Official reaction to Raskolnikov's murder has been surprisingly muted. William B. Spong, Dean of the Law School, remarked, "Yes, I heard. That really blows dead bears."

degradation of taking work as a columnist in The Flat Hat. After a period of six months, his talents were noticed by Amicus Curiae editor Brain Buckley, who offered Raskolnikov the position held by him at the time of his death.

Official reaction to Raskolnikov's murder has been surprisingly muted. William B. Spong, Dean of the Law School, remarked, "Yes, I heard. That really blows dead bears."

Association Dean Timothy Sullivan stated, "These freakin' kids - I'm so sick of hearing their troubles. I'm about to puke," and Trustee Ann Forbes added, "I hope he don't think I'm gonna reschedule any exams for him. He's shit on me once too often in that column of his."

Funeral services for Mr. Raskolnikov will be held Sunday at Bruton Episcopal. The coffin will be closed and door prizes will be given.

Saturday, the First of April: Brother Raskolnikov was foully murdered.
Ask Uncle Doug

(Editors' Note: As many of his students all too well know, Uncle Doug has been on the fringes these last few weeks, and consequently has been unable to respond to his many fans. However, the volume of mail has been so heavy that the Amicus feels obligated to provide an answer at those seeking Doug's assistance. Therefore, and of course with Uncle Doug's full knowledge and consent, the following letters have been selected and answered by Doug's nephew, Ralph.)

Dear Ralph,

Under no circumstances should you sing for a rock and roll band, considering what your voice must be like. Considering my uncle's experience in these matters, I am sure he would advise the following:

1. Wrap up warmly.
2. Get plenty of rest.
3. Take aspirin and drink fluids.

If you feel better in the morning you don't have a good time.

Sincerely,

Your Friend

Ralph replies:

I don't like rock and roll, and I don't think my Uncle does either. I am sure that he would suggest that you see a psychologist or consider a sex change operation. If neither of these options seem tenable, though, why not try taking your intended out for a nice dinner and some wine and see how things progress.

Dean Ogden Carder

Ralph replies:

I must do something for me. I am a first year student with an all-too-common affliction. My affliction is about 5'10", has ugly sandy hair, baby little eyes, a nose you could open a beer can with, and an extreme case of baldness. He wears dirty shirts and smelly green sneakers. He passes himself off as a civil pro, professor, and writes really terrible stuff that is supposed to be funny for a newspaper that is so bad it prints it.

Dean Ogden Carder

Ralph replies:

I am not interested in becoming rich. I am interested in becoming famous. What can I do?

Sincerely,

A desperate first year

Ralph replies:

Don't talk "bout my uncle that way, boy.

SBA Minutes, Cont'd

MOTION by Bourassa that letter of commendation be rewritten praising S.B.A. for courageous opposition to administration ultimatum on library, exams, etc. Tilhou objects that no such opposition has in fact occurred. Tilhou muzzled by Sergeant At Arms. Motion passed unanimously (1 abstention).

REPORT by Thurman that Amicus Curiae has lost enormous funds due to embezzlement by editors. Proposes that $1,000 be diverted to pay extra costs of running newspaper. Cities prestige of school, national security, etc. Thurman told by Giguere that he care in his own juice. Thurman throws tantrum. Giguere calms him with a smile and a pat on the back. Thurman sequences in Giguere's logic and withdraws motion. Ronca snickers.

ANNOUNCEMENT by graduation Speaker Committee that it has reduced to three the number of possible speakers: Charles Colson, Mr. Walter Koshner, and Senator Thurman. Thurman by his own admission he will not be invited to participate in the ceremony. Females present chorus: "Who'll know?" Puff leaves, humiliated.

PROPOSAL to trade contract with Ogden Food Service and start S.B.A. hot dog stand to sell no hot dogs, cold dogs, slow French fries or anything else. It is felt that this will complement the S.B.A. Coffee Bar which serves coffee, orange juice, and donuts when you want them. Proposal unanimously adopted.

Announcement by Puff re Pig Roast that as yet he had been unable to find a Rabbi liberal enough to make the pig Kosher and he wasn't sure if chickens were "OK for everyone." Committee appointed to look into the matter.

Meeting adjourned when Froogle and Buchanan began laughing insanely at the idiocy of the proceedings and accidentally upset a grape soda can on Giguere's lap. Ronca begins laughing and Giguere gavels him into the rag. Nice career Jim, you were a winner till the end.

Giguere Takes Over, Cont'd

upward spiral; you get what you pay for. "The back up Spartan by (threateningly) "I'll give you a guarantee to harvest the sugar cane crops with the peasants (undergrads)." Dgregated will be up sized as they occur, so stay tuned to this space for details.

Next week's Fine Arts Critic reviews a return of that new release, The Dave Clark 5 - Revisionary History of Venezuelan Beaver Farming 1910-1914.

Spong Enters Senate Race, Cont'd

posibility. Only What'sasmine of Sun Cemente has yet to receive an invitation to speak.

Spong promises a campaign based on which it is exactly what happened to him when he was governor of the Virginias. Some highlights of Spong's platform include more federal spending for education, housing, and welfare. Additionally, social security and medicare payments, lower social security payments, changes in the joint residence of the Virginia's, across the board cutbacks in solar and nuclear energy development equipped with higher taxes on domestic crude oil, lower prices in the supermarkets, higher prices for farmers, and most significantly, comprehensive Congressional reform and the protection of the "good ole boy" network in Congress.

Spong concluded with an optimistic note, however, promising to tell no more bad stories during the campaign. To illustrate his sincerity, Spong reminded with his audience about a certain football player who was accused of sexual harassment. He promised to carry the footballer's case and carry the football. Ultimately, though, Spong came to the conclusion that, unlike the poor football player, was willing to carry the ball. We will wish him well in undertaking.

Letters, Cont'd

Sir, I'm Jim Underlove and I really like your newspaper so will you send me a copy when I leave school? I'm having trouble with this problem that stops me from completing sentences. I regard school at all and so I probably won't.

Sir, Why does everyone pick on poor Mr. Raskolnikov? I've never met him but I think he means well even if he can't write worth a damn. Sometimes his prose makes his paragraphs rhyme and my bell chime. I mean, if we've got a capable person of talent! I should know, I'm from Massachusetts and we're Democrats who vote on the basis of color.

Wren Forum to Focus on Legal Topics

The 1978 edition of the Wren Forum is scheduled for the College of William and Mary, held on June 10, 11, and 17 in the Great Hall of the Wren Building. The Forum will focus on three areas of the law.

William B. Spong, Jrg., Dean of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, and former U.S. Senator, will be among the leaders of the April Forum. "How Ethical are Legal Ethics?" - a discussion of professional responsibility in an adversarial system. Accompanying Mr. Spong will be Denis J. Bryan, Professor of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, Alan E. Fuchs, Professor of Philosophy at William and Mary, and Theodor J. Fetter, Staff Associate of the National Center for State Courts. Forum Chairman, Mrs. Student and Lutheran Campus Ministry Graduate Assistant, will moderate the Forum.

The April Forum will focus on the questioning of Professor John P. Dallas and Disparity in Sentencing and Parole.

George F. Ricketts, Professor of Law and Chairman of the Chaplain Service of the Churches of Virginia, Inc., who works with collegiate and international institutions of the Commonwealth, will be joined by A. Lawrence Guignard, Jr., Dean of the College of William and Mary, J.R. Zepkin, Judge of the General District Court of the County of Williamsburg, and C. Mae Thompson, President of the National Center for State Courts and Lecturer in Government at the College of William and Mary. H. Francis Alport Jr., member of Campus Ministries United at the College, will moderate the Forum.

The third and final Forum for the year will be held this summer. It will focus on "Medical Technology and Evolving Law." Leading the Forum, the evening will be Hans O. Tiedt, Associate Professor of Religion at the College of William and Mary, Donnie J. Self, Assistant Professor of Bioethical Ethics at Eastern Virginia Medical School and Professor of Philosophy at Old Dominion University.